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When I read the blurb of An Indian Tycoon s Marriage Deal, I
kinda knew what to expect Or so I thought There are
unexpected twists in the story that keep you glued to it, the mix
of love and angst with dollops of sizzling chemistry make you
want to finish the story in a single sitting Maya and Krish both
have a troubled past Adite has told a sweet story about how
they come to grips with the baggage they bring to the marriage
An Indian Tycoon s Marriage Deal has all the sweet mush and
hot attraction that one wants from the genre. I was gifted this
book by the author for an honest review The author asked me
if I would like to read this book and give my opinion on it, good
or bad, oh what a risk taker LOLI sat and read this partly before
cooking supper and then after while the family settled down to
some TV.I ve never read a Bollywood book before in my life, or
about arranged marriages However, although this was an
arranged marriage and I don t know much about the culture I
found myself really taken in with the story line Maya was a very
hard working and no no non sense kind of gal, that s how she
came across to me.There s a nice little bit of erotica in there
with the pair ending up realizing what they mean to each other,
their true value and worth I have to say at this point, I don t
much like Mills and Boon I remember it being, he loves her,
she loves him, he marries someone else, she looses him and
at the end, everything works out and they live happy ever
after..OMG was I in for a shock and a double take when I read
this This is nothing like the Mills and Boon I remember.Thank
you Adite Banerjie for contacting me and asking me to read
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your published book If you hadn t, I d have truly missed out on
a sweet read.If anyone is looking for a shortish story, nice love
affair, romance and real life events thrown in, please take a
peak at this book. Dancing With The EnemyKrish Dev Needs
To Find A Bride And Quick With A Marriage Arranged By His
Father Looming, Krish Finds The Key To His Freedom In Maya
Shome But Is This Dazzling Beauty Really All She Seems
Maya Has Only One Thing In Mind Revenge But When The
Host Of The Most Exclusive High Society Party Asks Her To
Dance What Is Meant To Be An Innocent Tango, It Leads To
An Engagement To Krish Her Enemy S Son Arranging Their
Own Marriage Could Work To Their Advantageif They Can
Resist Mixing Business With Pleasure FREE on today 2 11
2019 I fell in love with Bollywood movies some years before
leaving Germany, and I got to know a lot about Indian daily
soaps after living in Sri Lanka That s why the title and blurb
and of course that tempting excerpt immediately caught my
attention The Indian Tycoon s Marriage Deal by Adite Banerjie
sounded like something I d enjoy and enjoy it I did, a lot
Whether that is thanks to my partly Asian roots or not, I do like
stories that are impossibly big and drip emotion and tragedy
from every page This book promises exactly that, but delivers
much , too One of the things I loved most about the story is the
strong willed, independent heroine Maya isn t just beautiful, but
also successful in her job and aware of what she wants from
her life If you scratch the shiny surface, you ll find wounds and
scars, but also tons of strength and intelligence This is no
meek heroine that gets thrown around like a ball, although her
enemies are powerful and crafty Sure, she falls for the
handsome hero who inevitably steals her heart, but she never
loses her head or herself in the process.At first I was a little
skeptical that it might turn out to be a stereotypical read,
because the idea of the tycoon s son, his devil of a father and
the instant fire of attraction between the protagonists is nothing
new however, I like the details that give the story depth and
show how much the author is a master of her writing You ll find
that the hunky hero Krish is than charm, wealth, power and
confidence Look out for the bond he shares with his mother,
and for his very own environmental projects Then there s the
heroine s unusual job, her painful past and let s not forget the
entertaining, well thought out supporting cast.This book has
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played out in my mind much like the Bollywood movies and
Hindi dramas mentioned before, which shouldn t surprise me
because the author is also a screenwriter Adite Banerjie
manages to focus on great themes like revenge, marriage,
love, guilt, regret, greed and hunger for power, yet still leave
room for personal development I was satisfied with the
transformation undergone by both protagonists, and of course
the Happily Ever After has left me with a glowing
satisfaction.These two lessons I took away from the book
Forgiveness is the key your happiness Love will find a way. I
would like to thank author Adite Banerjie for granting me a
copy of this e book to read in exchange for an honest review
Though I received this e book for free that in no way impacts
my review.Dancing with the enemyKrish Dev needs to find a
bride and quick With a marriage arranged by his father
looming, Krish finds the key to his freedom in Maya Shome But
is this dazzling beauty really all she seems Maya has only one
thing in mind revenge But when the host of the most exclusive
high society party asks her to dance what is meant to be an
innocent tango, it leads to an engagement to Krish her enemy
s son Arranging their own marriage could work to their
advantageif they can resist mixing business with pleasure Krish
and Maya are entertaining characters, even though they felt a
little flat to me While both had appealing aspects, and they
appear to have off the charts chemistry, they seemed to be
moving on warp speed through their emotions.It s clear that
Krish is a man who expects things his way, for all that he rails
against his father s behavior On the other side of the scale is
Maya, with her laser like focus on her goals in life, or
specifically, her one goal in life Yet in the brief time they know
each other their personalities undergo substantial changes For
me these changes happened far too quickly, lacking a realistic
timeline for them to happen within Plus, they aren t the only
characters to undergo radical personality shifts with minimal
influence in such a short amount of time.The question Maya
faces is if she can let go of the one thing that s kept her moving
forward for the past several years While Krish s issue is how
far he s willing to go to get out from under his father s
domineering thumb While they are busy trying to escape their
pasts will they be able to see what they have in each other,
before it s too late While an enjoyable romance, I am sorry to
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say that there was nothing in this book that made it really stand
out for me It seemed to follow the traditional romance formula,
just at hyper speed That s not to say that it doesn t make for a
nice afternoon escape and lift you out of your own concerns
and worries It simply lacks that something special that is
necessary to make the story really jump out at me But, by the
same token, it makes for a great beach book A suave tycoon,
who exudes power, makes you go weak in the knees and
dances like a pro What could a girl ask for Krish Dev a true
blue Harlequin Hero personified Maya is beautiful, intelligent
and knows her mind a handful for any guy Well for starters
Maya wants revenge and as she falls in line with Krish s plan
she is left wanting the real deal true love The story flows at a
steady pace and keeps the chain of events unfolding and
keeps you guessing for the next sizzle.The novel has all the
perfect ingredients to delight the readers and lovers of
romance The plus point of the story is being set in India Adite
has done full justice to describing the stunning natural beauty
of India She does it beautifully whether the bustling capital city
or the smaller towns.Nothing beats reading about romance set
in our own county I had been dreaming about having an Indian
hero romancing a lady in my own city and she has managed to
write it exquisitely The conflict, the intimacy and the passion is
expressed simply and it meshes with the story line Two strong
and self made characters find love but not without a few twists
and turns The author sure knows how to keep the reader
hooked Adite has since had the release of her second novel
Trouble Has A New Name by Mills Boon and I look forward to
reading the next one She is slowly but surely making a place in
the hearts of romance lovers who will wait for the release of her
next book. This book is everything I expected from a Mills Boon
title and.I instantly fell in love with the headstrong Maya Shome
and loved that she didn t play a typical damsel in distress as
our Indian heroines are sometimes depicted to be.Even though
this book is a part of Indian Authors collection, it has potential
for international markets as well since Banerjie captured the
urban Indian setting really well.The plot was full of twists and
turns taking the reader on an emotional roller coaster ride and
it was a quick, easy and pleasant read.I thoroughly enjoyed
reading this book and highly recommend it to Romance lovers.
THE INDIAN TYCOON S MARRAIGE DEAL is a September

2013 release by Mills Boon India First the cover is sort of
misleading The cover image gives the impression that this is a
Bollywood movie or a comic type of story Which it was not This
is an astounding story of family, betrayal, love,
romancesighand ultimately resolution I loved this story The
heroine, Maya is strong, talented and very honest person The
hero, Krish is gorgeous and fun loving yet sensitive when he is
needed to be This was a new to me author but I would
definitely be reading her other books Author Adite Banerji
wrote a heart warming story which would hook you from the
first page as you flip pages to get to the end It is an emotional
romance peppered with family values and betrayal Highly
recommended for all lovers of romance. She..She is Maya
Shome By profession a landscape designer Now that is a new
one or not Orphaned by nineteen, she had fought with life to
make a name for herself in the landscape business Bitter past,
which had robbed her of her family had ignited the fire of
revenge in her heart Her heart knew only one thing To avenge
the disgrace her father had faced in the hands of KD Krish s
father.He.He is Krish Dev of Dev Group of Industries Born with
a golden spoon in his mouth, he had it all money and power
But he also had anger issues with his father ,KD He wanted to
start his own venture but Dev Industries was a chain holding
him back His father had even decided to marry him off as a
business venture That is the time he decided to take his life in
his own hand He needs a wife to keep his father from further
dictating his life He decides to propose to Maya Shome, whom
he had targeted after seeing her work knee deep in mud,
talking to all the gardeners The Love Story.When Krish had
declared in the party that he would marry Maya, she was in a
state of shock To marry the guy who was the son of the man
she hated most But she later saw it as the perfect opportunity
to take her revenge But she had not envisaged falling in love
with Krish.Krish wanted to marry Maya just to keep his father
from interfering in his personal life But he had not expected the
saucy Maya to find her way to his heart.As a web of love and
passion engulfed them they both fought to keep it at bay Maya
knew that even if they had a slight chance to make a future, it
would be shattered the day Krish knew that she had an ulterior
motive in marrying him For Krish would tolerate anything but he
hated deception So a time would come when Maya would have

to choose between her love and her promise to her dead
father.What I liked..Being a Mills and Boon story, I was sure of
the happy ending But as a reader I was pleasantly surprised
that instead of emotions cooling down by the end of the tenth
chapter, new twists and turns kept me glued to the story.One
thing I found very fascinating about this book is the language
well it is still English , don t worryJ There way Adite Banerjie
has described some of the scenes is very poetic Here is an
example just a teeny weeny bit Blood red flowers on trees that
were stark and bald The hotter the Delhi summers, the brighter
the gulmohur blossoms The whole novel is scattered with such
scenic beauty not only the physical beauty but also the
emotional Her words have a way of playing the scene in front
of the reader Her play with words has the capability to evoke
your senses.Both Maya and Krish come out as strong
characters, equal in every sense This book has some bold
passion scenes one of the boldest I have read in the Indian
Mills and Boon scenario.This story has all the ingredients to
make it as a Bollywood movie The full review and a very
interesting chat with Adite can be veiwed at
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